
English
This half term we will 
be using Letter from 
Lighthouse as our 
English and Guided 
Reading text.
We will be writing 
genres like: letters, 
recounts, narratives, 
and non-chronological 
reports.  
We will also be studying 
the text: Rose Blanche

Computing
Children will be using 
chromebooks to develop 
their understanding of 
online safety, impact of 
social media, and 
scratch coding

MEDLOCK PRIMARY SCHOOL
In Summer 2 Year 6 will be learning . . . 

Humanities (History)
A study of the Homefront during WWII and the impact of the war on 
Europe.  

● How were children affected?
● What was rationing?
● What was the impact of women during the WWII in Britain?
● What is the holocaust? And who was most affected?

Art and Design
We will focusing on the impact of the Holocaust on Jewish people.  
Conveying meaning through art. 
We will be using sewing materials, and a variety of paper materials. 

PE
During this term the children will be focused on athletic games.  PE kits 
are required for all PE classes

RSE:
At the end of June we will be 
doing several sessions based on 
the KS2 RSE curriculum. A more 
detailed letter will follow. 

Trips and Visits
We have the residential planned 
and we organising a trip to the  
IWM North  
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Maths
In maths we will be building 
on our concrete experiences
Our major topics for the 
term will be:

● Geometry and Shape
● Angles
● Proportion&Time
● Algebra

Science
This half term we will be 
investigating the human 
body. Specifically we will be 
studying how the digestive 
and circulatory systems 
work.  

We will be focusing on 
working scientifically, and 
using proper scientific 
vocabulary.    



Science Key Vocabulary 

circulatory, 
heart liver, 
kidney, brain, 
blood vessels, 
veins, arteries, 
oxygenated, 
deoxygenated, 
valve, exercise, 
respiration, 
skeletal, 
muscular, 
lifestyle.

Please take the 
half-term to 
research the list of 
vocabulary.  

You could create a 
definition book, or 
a google doc file. 
An info graph

Or

 simply you could 
write the 
definitions down in 
your homework 
book.  

Websites/Media related to Science

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7x
78xs 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7x
78xs/articles/z9wk7p3 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7x
78xs/articles/zs8f8mn 

Independent Questions to 
consider

How did like in Britain compare to life 
in Europe during WWII?

How did women’s roles change 
during WWII?

What is an anderson shelter? And 
how was it constructed?

Websites to Research

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqhyb9q
/articles/zj8my9q

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z3hf34j 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/
home-front/z7stscw 

Humanities 
Key 
Vocabulary 

Task for Half 
Term

Air raid 
intensive
blackout
Evacuation
evacuee
conscription
Womens Land 
Army
raitioning 
supplies
import
coupon
scarce 
black market
Propaganda

Please take 
the half-term 
to research 
the list of 
vocabulary.  

You could 
create a 
definition 
book, or a 
google doc 
file. An info 
graph
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